he theory of electronic structure of many-electron systems, such as molecules, is extraordinarily complicated. A consideration of how electron density is distributed on average in the average field of the other electrons in the system, that is, mean field theory, is very instructive. However, quantitatively describing chemical bonds, reactions, and spectroscopy requires consideration of the way that electrons avoid each other while moving; this is called electron correlation (or in physics, the many-body problem for fermions). Although great progress has been made in theory, there is a need for incisive experimental tests for large molecular systems in the condensed phase.
Introduction
Recent advances in theory and practice of multidimensional coherent spectroscopy have enabled researchers to go beyond ultrafast measurements of excited state dynamics and to gain deeper insights into the mechanism of excited state processes. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Coherent multidimensional optical spectroscopy has great potential for revealing molecular structural details and dynamics in complex multichromophore systems. In contrast to multidimensional nuclear magnetic resonance techniques, which probe spin-spin interactions and can track changes with millisecond time resolution, the optical analog allows us to probe changes in couplings between multiple chromophores absorbing at visible or infrared frequencies with femtosecond time resolution. Here we report the experimental demonstration of a new two-dimensional (2D) electronic coherent spectroscopy that maps electronic states in such a way that insight can be gained into the electronic structure of excited states, in particular how electron correlations change upon photoexcitation. The technique, termed 2D double-quantum coherence spectroscopy (2D-DQCS), uses multiple, time-ordered ultrashort laser pulses to induce coherences between ground, singleexcited, and double-excited electronic states. [9] [10] [11] [12] The Fourier evaluation of a third-order signal scanned along two coherence time intervals between the pulses produces a 2D spectrum that maps out the energies of and correlations among excited electronic states that are excited via one-and two-field interactions from the electronic ground state. The measured 2D-DQC spectrum provides unique information on the electronic structure of double-quantum resonances with respect to constituent single-quantum states. Conceptually related experiments involving double-quantum coherence were already implemented at NMR radio 13 and infrared frequencies 12 to provide effective probes of interactions among spins and anharmonicity of molecular vibrations, respectively. When applied to study electronic excitations in molecules, 2D-DQCS can be naturally interpreted in terms of electronic oscillations (quasiparticles) as is common in other many-body fermion systems in the condensed phase, such as semiconductors. In weakly interacting electron systems, like many inorganic semiconductors, the electron correlation effects are directly measured by this experiment. 9, 10 Experimental studies of semiconductors using this method have been reported. 14, 15 Thus, 2D-DQCS can unify the description of electronic excitations in complex molecular and nanoscale systems.
Here we study molecular chromophores, where the interactions among electrons and their correlations are well-known to be substantial. For example, exchange interactions, as seen in singlet-triplet splitting, are on the order of 0.5 eV, compared with a few millielectronvolts and smaller for inorganic nanocrystals and bulk semiconductors. 16 Furthermore, the electron correlation energy, comparable to chemical bonding energies, is essential for determining molecular geometries and for the prediction of excited state wave functions and energies with chemical accuracy. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] We envision that a contribution of this experiment will be to provide an experimental benchmark for the most challenging quantum-chemical calculations, those of high-lying electronic excited states with substantial double-excitation character.
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The goal of this Account is to show that 2D-DQCS data can be recorded for large molecules in the condensed phase and the signals are consistent with predictions from theory. We thereby show that many-electron systems may be readily investigated. Effects captured by mean-field theories together with correlation corrections ultimately contribute to the data. There are still unresolved challenges for obtaining and interpreting the data. Perhaps the most demanding challenge for future work is to elucidate more deeply how to communicate the implications of electron correlation on chemical systems. In other words, how do we go beyond the orbital representation of electrons in chemical sciences? The ability to quantify electron correlation by experiment will stimulate interest in that question.
Theory and Simulations of 2D-DQCS
Two-dimensional DQCS uses a sequence of three coherent optical pulses to correlate certain electronic coherences in a three-level system consisting of ground state (g), a manifold of single excited states (e), and a manifold of double excited states (f), as shown in Figure 1a . The time ordering of a sequence of three femtosecond laser pulses applied to this system is shown in Figure 1b . Pulse 1 interacts with the system to create a coherence between g and e. A coherence is a quantum superposition represented by an off-diagonal element of the density matrix, in this case F eg ) |e〉〈g|. After a time delay, t 1 , pulse 2 interacts with the system to create an electronic coherence between g and f, that is, the doublequantum coherence. For simplicity, t 1 is set to be zero such that the first two pulses create the double-quantum coherence via two-field interactions. After a double coherence time delay, t 2 , the system interacts with pulse 3, which induces either a single-quantum coherence between g and e′ or a coherence between f and e. During a time period, t 3 , termed "single coherence time", the third-order polarization, P (3) , is radiated in the direction of k s ) k 1 + k 2 -k 3 , where k 1 , k 2 , and k 3 are wave vectors of pulse 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The induced third-order polarization, P
(t 2 ,t 3 ), is measured by scanning the time delays t 2 and t 3 . Then, 2D Fourier transformation of P (3) (t 2 ,t 3 ) with respect to t 2 and t 3 delivers 2D spectra as a function of two frequency axes, ω 2 and ω 3 , which are conjugates to t 2 and t 3 , respectively. It should be noted that, instead of scanning the t 3 time delay, its conjugate frequency, ω 3 , is directly obtained using a combination of spectrograph and CCD array detector. Since one frequency axis is already obtained by a dispersed detection scheme, only the Fourier transformation along the t 2 delay is needed to produce an (ω 2 , ω 3 ) 2D spectrum:
The two quantum pathways contributing to the induced third-order signal can be represented by the Feynman diagrams, displayed in Figure 2c . Each diagram shows the sequence of field-matter interactions and the evolution of the electron density matrix of the system during the time intervals between each interaction. The 2D-DQC signal, S(ω 3 , ω 2 ), is given by 10 The two terms in the brackets are the contributions of the pathways R 1 and R 2 . Both share the common term (ω 2 - Figure 2 . The electronic states and the dipole strength for transitions among them were calculated using the SAC-CI/6-31G method. According to this method (note that the results are highly method-dependent because the quantum-chemical approach is approximate), there are 41 electronic states lying below 9 eV. Of these, eight can be optically excited from the lowest energy singlet excited state, and they are listed on the right side of the figure. Red peaks are contributed by R 1 and blue (2) troughs (negative peaks) come from R 2 . The blue and red peaks are displaced symmetrically along the ω 3 -axis about the diagonal ω fe ) ω eg . These features map out the energies of the |f〉 states relative to |e〉. Certain of the |f〉 states contain significant contributions (∼30%) from determinants that represent double excitation from the HOMO to LUMO. It is these states that reveal information about electron correlation, as discussed below.
It has been predicted that the two pathways R 1 and R 2 interfere in a unique manner to make 2D-DQCS powerful for directly probing the signatures of electron correlation effects. 10, 24 For independent electrons, where the correlations between electrons are totally absent, the double excited state, f, is given by a direct product of the single excited states, e and e′. In this case, ω e′g ) ω fe , and, owing to exact cancellation of the two signal contributions in the bracket, the 2D-DQC signal vanishes. An example of where this model can be useful is a semiconductor, where e is the exciton and f is the biexciton. However, when quantum confinement effects are significant, say in quantum dots, the exciton acquires a notable fine structure (owing mainly to exchange interactions), [25] [26] [27] and that alone ensures ω e′g * ω fe even in a mean-field approach. 28 Molecules are even more challenging to understand. First, the exchange interaction (singlet-triplet splitting) is significant, 29 and this raises the energy of the first singlet excited state ω eg relative to ω fg /2 by a few hundred millielectronvolts.
Therefore, at zeroth-order, the data recorded by 2D-DQCS is captured by mean-field theoretical approaches. Second, there is substantial differential electron correlation between the three primary states, g, e, and f, probed in the experiment.
Usually f is lowered even more relative to e. In some systems, like polyenes, f can even lie below e. 22, 30, 31 Third, it is essential to go beyond a two-electron, four-orbital description of the system because there are prominent single-excitation configurations with energies ∼2ω eg and appropriate symmetries.
Such configurations are already known to be very important for determining third-order nonlinear susceptibilities. 32, 33 An important difference between our experimental results and the theoretical results previously reported 10, 23 (cf. Figure   2 ) is that femtosecond laser pulses limit spectral bandwidth (130-150 meV fwhm), and therefore we only measure specific correlations between the first electronic excited state and the f state(s) at close to double this excitation energy, as permitted by the bandwidth. Finite pulse duration effects can be included according to the modified form of eq 2 that includes the frequency-domain pulse envelopes. 34 Model quantumchemical calculations ( Figure 2 ) indicate that outside this energy bandwidth there can be features of significantly greater intensity.
We have modeled a simple three-level system, Figure 3 , with the f state up-shifted relative to e, consistent with our experimental results. In the simulations, the generally weaker negative peak relative to the observed strong positive peak has been empirically accounted for using a scaling factor of + δω fe , where a marks the extent to which the fluctuations δω eg and δω fe are correlated. If a ) 0, then the fluctuations are uncorrelated, which would be the case for two independent particle excitations. More generally, a can vary between a ) 1 (entirely correlated) and a ) -1 (anticorrelated). Simulations displayed in Figure 3 show that the strongly correlated case (a ≈ 1), which yields the marked signal elongation parallel to the diagonal, is most consistent with the experimental results reported below.
Data Acquisition and Evaluation
The details of the laser setup are described elsewhere. 35 Briefly, optical pulses with 130 fs pulse duration and 800 µJ of pulse energy were generated at 775 nm from a 1 kHz repetition rate Ti:sapphire amplified laser (Clark-MXR, CPA-2001). They were converted into visible light tunable from 450 to 650 nm by a noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA). The NOPA output pulses were sent to a pair of quartz prisms for precompensation for material dispersion. The laser pulses were characterized at the sample position by transient grating frequency-resolved optical gating (TG-FROG) of pure solvent (ethanol). Near-transform-limited pulses were obtained with a pulse duration of 18-22 fs at the sample position, depending on the wavelength, and a time-bandwidth product of ∼0.47. The compressed NOPA output was split by a beamsplitter, and these two beams were focused and spatially overlapped on a diffractive optic with a 25 cm focal length lens to give a pair of replicas at (1 diffraction orders for each beam. This provided phase-locked pulse pairs E 1 -E LO and E 2 -E 3 . Phase-stable time delays between the pulses with suboptical period precision is required to perform Fourier transforms without artifacts. Such precise control of time delays was achieved by using pairs of movable glass wedges inserted into E 1 , E 2 , and E 3 beams, as was introduced by Fleming and coworkers for 2D electronic photon echo spectroscopy. 7 The double coherence time, t 2 , was scanned by simultaneously moving both pulse 1 and 2, while the time delay, t 4 , between the pulse 3 and LO remained constant. To ensure sufficient sampling of the double-quantum resonance frequencies, the t 2 scan was made in 0.1 fs time steps, giving the Nyquist frequency of four times the double-quantum resonance frequencies of the measured samples. The rest of the setup, measurement, and data analysis is more-or-less standard for 2D electronic spectroscopy and will be documented in detail elsewhere.
A notable feature of our approach is that we use the usual phase-locked pulse pairs generated by the diffractive optic (DO), rather than requiring fully phase-locked pulses. The reason that this works successfully for the DQCS experiment is that we use a scan sequence isomorphic to that used in "normal" 2D photon echo spectroscopy, where the signal arrives in the k PE ) -k 1 + k 2 + k 3 direction and the pulse pairs E 1 /E 2 and E 3 /E LO are inherently phase-locked. In this case, the phase of the DO-based setup is stabilized because fluctuations in phase of the four pulses prior to the DO cancel out between phase-locked pulse pairs, that is, ( 2 -1 ) + ( 3 -LO ) ) 0. For the DQCS experiment, we use the same four-beam configuration, 36 but we relabel E 1 T E 3 . In this case, the signal is radiated in the new direction of k DQC ) k 1 + k 2 -k 3 and the E 3 /E 2 and E 1 /E LO pulse pairs are locked in phase. The phase stability is still maintained consistently with the phase matching condition of the DQC signal by simply relabeling the pulses 1 and 3, that is, ( 2 -3 ) + ( 1 -LO ) ) 0. Therefore, the inherent phase stability achieved by the DO-based setup also applies to the 2D-DQCS experiment.
In the 2D-DQCS, a double-quantum coherence is created between ground state and double excited states due to the interactions of the system with the first two pulses. To clearly demonstrate the DQC feature and its contrast to a single-quantum coherence, raw 2D data obtained from the scan of the time delay t 2 at both positive and negative values are shown in Figure 4 . To keep the t 4 delay constant for the success of heterodyne detection using spectral interferometry, the time delay t 2 was scanned by moving both pulses 1 and 2 at t 2 g FIGURE 4. Measured 2D-DQCS raw data of phenoxazone 9 plotted in terms of t 2 vs ω 3 axes. A series of interferograms along the ω 3 axis were recorded on the CCD detector as a function of t 2 delay. 0, as described above, while moving only pulse 3 at t 2 < 0. When t 2 > 0, the pulses 1 and 2 first interact with the sample, creating the double-quantum coherence between the ground (g) and double excited (f) states. As the system in the double-quantum coherence evolves over t 2 , the radiated thirdorder signal oscillates at a frequency of ω fg . In contrast, when t 2 < 0, pulse 3 arrives first to create the single-quantum coherence between the ground (g) and single excited (e) states. Accordingly, the signal oscillates at a single-quantum coherence frequency, ω eg , which is about half of ω fg . Such contrast in signal oscillation frequencies at positive and negative t 2 values highlights the major difference of two 2D optical coherent spectroscopies: 2D photon echo spectroscopy (2D-PES) vs 2D-DQCS. The oscillation arising from single-quantum coherence observed in the negative t 2 range yields the 2D-PE signal. 6, 7 Only double-quantum-coherence oscillations measured at positive t 2 values are relevant to 2D-DQCS, where the correlations between double-quantum resonance and singlequantum resonance energies are mapped out in a 2D spectrum. In other words, the signals measured at positive and negative t 2 values are of different origin, and all the data used for processing the 2D spectra presented in this Account are collected at only t 2 g 0. The 2D-DQC spectra are complex quantities that have both amplitude and phase. In this Account, we present the real part (Re) and absolute value (Abs) of the spectra; the former represents the absorptive contribution of the third-order polarization, while the latter includes both absorption and refractive index contributions. For phasing of the 2D-DQC spectra, we invoke the projection-slice identity, 6, 37 which relates the (absorptive) real part of the projection of the 2D-DQC spectrum onto the ω 3 axis and separately measurable spectrally resolved pump-probe signal measured at t 2 ) 0. The comparison of the projection of a 2D spectrum with the spectrally resolved pump-probe signal was already employed in the phasing strategies in the 2D-PES. 6, 37 Here, it should be noted that although the 2D-DQC signal is radiated in a direction (k s ) k 1 + k 2 -k 3 ) that is different from that of the pump-probe signal (k PP ) (k 1 -k 2 + k 3 ), these two signals become indistinguishable at t 2 ) 0 (t 1 ≡ 0 in 2D-DQCS), when all three pulses are coincident in time. Why this should be the case is evident by referring to Figure 4 . The absorptive contribution of the slice at t 2 ) 0 of the "normal" 2D-PE signal (in the lower half), after divided by the spectral interference pattern using the above-described Fourier transform methods, is equivalent to the spectrally resolved pump-probe signal with zero pump-probe time delay. Since the 2D-DQC signal in the upper half shares the common t 2 ) 0 slice with 2D-PE signal in the lower half, the spectrally resolved pump-probe signal can be used for phasing of 2D-DQC spectra as well. Hence, the phase of the 2D-DQC spectra is adjusted so that the real part of projection of 2D spectrum onto the ω 3 axis matches the profile of the pump-probe spectrum that is separately measured at t 2 ) 0, as shown in Figure 5 .
Results and Discussion
The 2D-DQCS was applied to study a series of organic dyes. FIGURE 6. Molecular structures of organic dyes studied using the 2D-DQCS measurements.
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densities of samples were kept at ∼0.4 in a 1 mm path length quartz cuvette. The 2D-DQC spectra of R6G, NB, and CV are shown in Figure 7 . The diagonal line, ω 2 ) 2ω 3 , serves as a reference for the energies of measured double-quantum states because it represents the case when ω fe ) ω e′g and thus ω fg ) 2ω e′g . The Re spectrum exhibits much narrower features than the Abs spectrum, as is typical for 2D photon echo spectroscopy. 6, 7 Although the Abs spectrum still exhibits an overall pattern of the peaks, it contains an averaged response of absorptive and refractive contributions, thus much more broadened peak features.
All of the Re spectra shown in Figure 7 contain two main peaks, one on the left and one to the right of the diagonal. As expected from theory, 11 On the other hand, the positions of the left and right peaks along the ω 3 axis reveal the energies of the relevant singlequantum resonance, ω eg , and its correlation-induced shifted resonance, ω fe , respectively. The positive ω eg peak is stronger. The weaker negative ω fe peak can be ascribed to (1) smaller oscillator strength of the e f f transition compared with that of g f e transition or (2) limited spectral bandwidth and finite temporal duration of the laser pulses used in our measurements. When the energy of the two peaks along the ω 2 axis is compared, the negative ω fe peak appears at a lower energy than the positive ω eg peak, more significantly in the 2D spectra of NB and CV. Such a difference in ω 2 energy between the two peaks can be also caused by the limited laser pulse spectral bandwidth, which limits the visible width of the ω fe peak in the 2D spectra. In addition to these main features, an extra negative peak is seen on the left of the ω eg peak at a slightly lower energy on the ω 2 -axis in Figure 7 . We do not see this feature in all data collected and believe it is most likely an artifact. We have carried out calculations that show the 2D-DQC spectra are strongly influenced by the vibronic structure in the electronic transitions, leading to the appearance of additional crosspeaks or peak distortions, adding rich structure to the 2D-DQC spectra and diminishing the intensity of the negative peak relative to the positive one. We also note that sample thickness can distort 2D line shapes compared with theoretical expectations. 38 A line passing through the maximum of the ω eg peak along the diagonal is compared with the diagonal line to obtain the energy shift of the peak relative to the diagonal. The energy offset along the ω 2 axis provides a direct signature of correlation between two single excitations comprising a double-quantum state. The double-quantum correlation energy found from the positive peak ∆ + ) ω fg -2ω eg is shown in Figure 2a . An experimental challenge is that the ω 2 -axis is critically dependent on calibration of the t 2 delay, and small uncertainties are manifest as the asymmetry of the positive and negative peaks about the diagonal. Therefore, it might be better to estimate ∆ using the average (∆ + + ∆ -)/2, where ∆ -is determined from the position of the negative peak. ∆ is central to this measurement because it quantifies the change in the energy of the double-quantum state (relative to double the single-quantum energy) induced by the interaction between the two single-quantum excitations. By analogy to vibrational oscillators, 12 ∆ represents the anharmonicity of the collective electronic oscillator (quasiparticle). The ∆ value is equivalent to the difference between the positions of the two peaks along the ω 3 axis, ω fe -ω e′g , indicating the correlation strength between the ω eg and ω fe transitions. In accordance with the upshift of the ω eg peak from the diagonal, the ∆ values of all the organic dyes examined in this work are positive. This implies that the double-quantum state is destabilized relative to the combination of two constituent single-quantum states. By comparing the ∆ values of different dye molecules, we can get a glimpse of the effect of molecular geometry on the correlations among the excitations. As shown in the caption of Figure 7 , ∆ changes sensitively with chemical structure of the molecules. In particular, there is a surprising variation among dye molecules of similar structures. For example, NB, CV, and Phen9 have a common structural motif with a heterocyclic structure consisting of four rings at their core, while they differ only in their substituent functional groups (see Figure 6 ). In contrast to the weakly interacting electron model (e.g., as used in band theory of semiconductors), the functional groups on the chromophore have a significant influence on the double-quantum correlation energy. However, these substituents do have a significant effect on the mean-field properties of these molecules, such as the frontier molecular orbitals and electronic transition energies computed at the CI-singles level. The frontier molecular orbitals of NB, CV, and Phen9 were calculated (Hartree-Fock, 6-31G(d) basis set) and are shown in Figure 8 . It can be clearly seen that the way the molecular orbitals are delocalized depends on the substituent functional groups, and this in turn will affect the doublequantum correlation energy. Note that a challenge for conceptualizing electron correlation is that it is not directly represented in these orbital pictures (the Hartree-Fock method is a mean-field approach). 2 , which is more electron-rich than an amino group, -NH 2 , at the same site of CV, resulting in higher electron density in NB than in CV (compare red circles). In contrast, at the upper right end of the molecule, Phen9 has a carbonyl group, CdO, which is a more electronwithdrawing group than an iminium group, CdNH 2 + , at the same site of NB. As a result, a portion of electron density is shifted from one region (green circle) to another (blue circle) in Phen9 compared with that in NB. 
Conclusions and Outlook
In this Account, it was demonstrated that 2D-DQCS maps out the energies and wave functions of double-quantum states in terms of constituent single-quantum states. In particular, the energies of and correlations among single-and double-quantum states are directly spanned in a two-dimensional frequency space with narrow peak widths in the antidiagonal direction, allowing the achievement of higher spectral resolution than would be obtained by traditional linear and twophoton absorption spectroscopies. The variation of the doublequantum correlation energy, ∆, with molecular geometry suggests that 2D-DQCS provides a sensitive means of probing subtle effects of correlations among the electrons and excitations on the electronic structure. Thus, the 2D-DQCS technique is envisioned to be effective for revealing the electronic structure of highly excited states with double-quantum character even in complex systems. In particular, the full potential of the 2D-DQCS will be fulfilled when it is applied to systems with multiple excited states, for example, excitonic systems, rather than simple three-level systems investigated in this work. For example, anharmonicity of the electronic oscillators studied in this work can be also obtained by 2D-PE, which makes use of only single-quantum coherences. However, when multiple excited states are present, it becomes hard to analyze the resultant complicated peak patterns of 2D-PE spectra containing both single-and double-quantum coherence features. In contrast, the 2D-DQC spectra can directly map out the correlations between double excited and their constituent single excited states in the two different frequency axes.
This spectroscopy provides quantitative insight into highly excited states of molecules in the condensed phase. Calculating these states accurately is one of the greatest challenges for quantum chemistry, and the availability of this experimental probe may stimulate further progress in that field. A challenge lies in interpreting the meaning of the correlation shift ∆ and, in turn, working out how to use it as a probe of molecular structure or even chemical reactions. A challenge from an experimental viewpoint is to map out more of frequency space, using shorter pulses or perhaps two-color approaches, because clearly more information can be obtained by expanding the spectral range of the 2D data.
